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4. Changing the operating frequency.
By default, each system Qara and EVIF works on channel 100 (5500MHz).
It may happen that in the area the default channel number is already taken.
In this case, change the number to another free. Channel change is performed only at
the receiver.
The transmitter will automatically adjust itself to the new settings.
4.1. Login to the IP address of the EVIF receiver by a web browser typing
the default IP address 192.168.1.20 (User: CAMSAT, Password: CAMSAT)
4.2. Go to the tab Camera Link Settings / Wireless settings
and in the Channel change the channel number to another one. Click Save Changes.

QUICK START-UP

IMPORTANT NOTE: The receiver EVIF allow you to scan the ether for
used frequencies in the area. It is a very useful tool when setting channel work. Thanks

Wireless video transmission
system in HD-CVI technology

to it, we know which channels to avoid, and which ones are free and can be used for
wireless transmission of signals from the cameras. The use of a channel that is already
taken by other transmission lines may result in interference, or the total lack of

1. The ﬁrst start of Qara-CVI + EVIF set.

transmission.
To scan the occupied channels temporarily switch EVIF to Transmitter mode. To do this
please go to the Camera Link Settings / Wireless settings and in the Mode parameter,
select the Transmitter. Conﬁrm by Save changes.
Click on the Scan receivers and the scan starts automatically.
After a while, you will see a list of frequencies used in the area, along with the strenght
of their signal. Signals below -85 can be considered as noisy and therefore such frequency
and channels that are not on the list can be used for wireless transmission of video.
Then press the Scan receivers. A window appears with a list of radio equipment
in your area. Save this list or take a picture. Put the device back into receiver.
Connecting the next Qara transmitter to already working EVIF-Multi receiver,
connection of another EVIF Multi receiver to DVR and additional information can be found in
the extended instruction available at www.camsat.com
Full instructions can be found at: www.camsat-cctv.com/qara-cvi

1.1. Connect your cameras/ CVI camera to the Qara transmitter QL-CVI-T1 / T2
using coaxial cable with BNC.
1.2. Connect EVIF Multi receiver by Ethernet network cable (straight UTP) to the
hybrid CVI recorder or any other recorder with ONVIF protocol, for example
AHD hybrid, TVI hybrid, NVR.
1.3. Connect the power supply to the transmitter, receiver, camera and recorder
and wait about 2 minutes, this is a the time needed to run a set of Qara-CVI and
establish a secure, encrypted connection.
1.4. Add the parameters of the transmitter in the recorder in the same way as it
does in the case of adding IP cameras.
1.5. Go to the settings menu of your DVR.
1.6. Make sure that the recorder is set to hybrid mode to handle IP cameras
(Channel type).
Full instructions can be found at: www.camsat-cctv.com/qara-cvi
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HD-CVI recorders

AHD recorders

Please note that all IP devices connected to the DVR wired or wirelessly must have a
unique IP addresses from the same family of addresses. Setting the IP address of
your DVR make sure that this address is not repeated with other address already
used in the network.
Each Qara transmitter has two IP addresses:
a) 192.168.1.101 default IP address ONVIF. At this site you can change the parameters

For example: DAHUA, BCS

For example: KENIK, EVOS, IPOX,VTVISION

of image quality, the number of transmitted frames and the IP address.
b) 192.168.1.11 default IP address Transmitter. At this address you you can change
the parameters of the radio and the radio IP transmitter address (Password: CAMSAT

1.7. In the Remote Channel tab:

User: CAMSAT).

a) Enter the IP address (the default IP ONVIF address - 192.168.1.101)

Each EVIF receiver has one IP address:

b) Enter the port number (HTTP):

a) 192.168.1.20 default IP address Receiver. At this site you can change the radio

8081 - 1 video input for CVI

parameters, eg. operating channel and the radio IP address of the receiver

8082 - 2 video input CVI (only transmitter with two Video inputs QL-CVI-T2)

(Password: CAMSAT, User: CAMSAT)

c) Select the type of protocol: ONVIF
d) Some recorders need to enter the name and password authentication.
Enter user: CAMSAT; password: CAMSAT and save your settings. After a few
seconds the image will appear in the conﬁgured channel DVR.

HD-CVI recorders

AHD recorders

2. Installation on the mast:
Put clamps designed for mounting the device on a mast into the corresponding holes in the
rear of the body of the device and ﬁrmly tighten. Be sure to use two cable ties. Clamps
included in the kits are designed for outdoor installation and resistant to UV radiation to
ensure safety.
3. LED indicators.
Qara transmitter is equipped with a number of indicators informing about the link
with DVR and the resolution of the connected cameras.

For example: DAHUA, BCS

For example: KENIK, EVOS, IPOX,VTVISION

1.8. Similarly, in the next channel in recorder, set the image from the CVI camera
connected to the second input of the transmitter.
1.9. Set the IP address of your DVR to the address of the family 192.168.1.xx
(Where xx is any number from 0-255) eg. 192.168.1.10.
Full instructions can be found at: www.camsat-cctv.com/qara-cvi

Full instructions can be found at: www.camsat-cctv.com/qara-cvi

